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Therefore its target market starts from the middle income group. Due to necessitate of shampoo for oily hair
and dandruff unilever launch a new discrepancy of Sunsilk holding citrous fruit infusions. Sunsilk have
minipack. It is besides working invariably with a position to utilizing its chances at best. In add 2 a simple
middle class girl who used to commentary in her area cricket match, one day her elder sister gave her a fair
and lovely. No shampoo brand could claim to be more inspirational for the Bangladeshi consumers than
sunsilk. Unilever grab the highest market portion and in the prima place. More than Nine in every Ten
Bangladeshi consumers enjoy the luxurious bathing pleasure of Lux during the ctheirse of a year. Sunsilk is
sold under a variety of different names in markets around the world including Elidor, Seda and Sedal. New
sunsilk with active ingredients from citrus extracts cleans the excess oil off hair while its nutrients deeply
penetrate each hair strand to nourish it. And improve their product in affordable price with high branding.
After evaluating different segment their company must now decide which and how many segment it will
target. Sunsilk as a brand symbolizes hair and care. In the UK, the campaign focused on shiny hair. For last
one decade sunsilk has continuously grown its market share with continuous new news through innovation
and communication.. In fact Sunsilk in Bangladesh has the highest market share in Unilever world. Although
both are hair care, they promise different benefits. While Oil of Olay is a commonly known brand, it also
appears to have nothing more than common ingredients in its wrinkle fighters. When she looks at TV or
newspaper her idol is using Sunsilk then she will start to use it. Market Segmentation, Target Marketing and
positioning of Market Segmentation: The segmentation of the fairness cream space can be achieved using the
traditional variables of age, income and gender. It is also working constantly with a view to using its
opportunities at best. If any break arises between company and distributer so the whole market suffers. The
major growth driver for Sunsilk has been the superior products with nationwide distribution covering all price
segments and world class communication around the core proposition of hair care. Sunsilk created a good
position in buyers mind, by promotion, packaging and price. At Unilever there is aim to help people in their
daily lives. Some recent TV advertisements can be seen on the they site YouTube. As their business grows, so
do their responsibilities. The research department determines this price usually by using focus groups. Sunsilk
was launched in the UK in  Sunsilk is sold under a assortment of different names in markets around the
universe including Elide. In add 2 they can see the hair expert Jamal Hammadi create the new sunsilk black
shine shampoo. In the demographic variables, the brand targets the Rs. In fact, million times a day, someone
somewhere chooses a Unilever product. There are several other competing products. The brand actively
targets the Finicky, Lazy and Inquiring customers. No longer than other Tea makers in the market have
jumped to join the newly embraced idea. When she looks at TV or newspaper her idol is using lux beauty shop
then she will started to use it. Market research analysis is a multifaceted tool, it can help create a current
business analysis, make improvement on product or service, exploit latent demand market before competition
those, it can help in analyzing the various segmentation of the market. Sunsilk divided the market into three
groups. The ban solely applied to two specific commercials in India. The basic reason for dividing the market
into small segments is to make it simple to address the needs of smaller groups of customers and try to
manufacture different products according to their consuming habits. These vitamins help in giving extra body,
shine and amazing manageability to the thinning and lifeless hair. Taaza geographic segmentation is urban and
sub urban people of India.


